2023 FSI Faculty Output

By the Numbers

Publications: 218  
Courses Taught: 87  
Invited Talks: 320+  
Policy Engagement Activities: 197+

The faculty of the Freeman Spogli Institute enjoyed a productive period of policy-resonant scholarship spanning from winter quarter 2023 to fall quarter 2023. This document inventories their academic publications, including books in print or under contract, Stanford courses delivered, invited talks across the globe, and activities that involve policy engagement comprising government testimony, advisement and public service, media commentary, opinion pieces, public policy training, and other efforts to translate scholarship into policy.

LISA BLAYDES

Academic Publications

- “Assessing the Labor Conditions of Migrant Domestic Workers in the Arab Gulf States,” *ILR Review*, 76, 4 (August 2023)
- “Old World Trade Diasporas” (with Christopher Paik), *Sociological Science*, in press
- “Historical State Formation Within and Beyond Europe” (with Anna Grzymala-Busse), *World Politics*, forthcoming

Courses Taught

- PS244/444 Authoritarian Politics  
- PS249 Directed Reading (Transitional Justice)  
- PS249 Directed Reading (China and the Middle East)  
- PS249 Directed Reading (Authoritarian Elections)

Invited Talks

- Kuwait University, Political Science Department (February 2023)  
- Gulf University of Science and Technology, Global Studies Center (February 2023)  
- Penn State, Comparative Politics Workshop (March 2023)

Policy Engagement

- Invited Discussant, Political Section, US Embassy Kuwait (February 2023)  
- Host, Hoover Institution Iraq Conference (August 2023)  
- PI, Qatari Youth Survey, Qatar National Research Foundation
LARRY DIAMOND

Academic Publications

- “The Treacherous Silicon Triangle,” with James O. Ellis, Jr., and Orville Schell Foreign Affairs, July 17, 2023, with James O. Ellis, Jr., and Orville Schell
- Silicon Triangle: The United States, Taiwan, China and Global Semiconductor Security. edited with James O. Ellis, Jr., and Orville Schell (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press)

Invited Talks

- “The Global State of Democracy,” Lecture to Kyiv School of Political Science, January 20, 2023 (By video)
- “Is Authoritarianism in Retreat—A Global Perspective,” Stanford Family Weekend, Feb 25, 2023
- “The Sustainability of Democratic Societies,” Online remarks to a Conference at Hitotsubashi University, Japan, March 1, 2023 (by video)
- “Is the World Still in a Democratic Recession,” Lecture to Asian Barometer Survey Conference, National Taiwan University, Taipei, June 14, 2023
- “How to Depolarize American Democracy,” Lecture to the Mansfield Center, University of Montana, September 14, 2023
- “For A Democratic World Order,” Keynote Address to the Forum 2000 Conference, Prague, October 2023
- “The Global Democratic Recession and How to Reverse It,” Keynote Address to the 2023 Taiwan & Asia Program Conference at the Ramapo College of New Jersey, November 4, 2023

Policy Engagement

- April 4, Briefing to Congressional Staff on “Strategies to Confront and Contain China’s Global Sharp Power,” Hoover Institution
- April 6, Briefing to House Select Committee on China, “Strategic Competition with China: Emerging Technologies,” Hoover Institution
• July 17-19, Briefings to the State Department, National Security Council, Department of Treasury, Department of Commerce, CIA, and House and Senate Foreign Affairs Committee Staffs on Silicon Triangle: The United States, Taiwan, China and Global Semiconductor Security.

Courses Taught
• Comparative Democratic Development, Poli Sci 147, Winter Q
• The Spirit of Democracy, COLLEGE 110

KAREN EGGLESTON

Academic Publications

Book

Other Publication

Invited Talks
• “The social net value of medical spending: Evidence from diabetes management in seven health systems,” Korea University, Seoul, South Korea, November 17, 2023.
• Health economics in global health – talk for BioGenius and WeLoveSTEM, High School students interested in STEM, August 9, 2023.
• “Innovations for Healthy Aging: How Does Korea Compare?” Hallym University, Chuncheon, South Korea, June 19, 2023.
• “Longer, healthier lives: Assessing the contribution of medical spending,” Seoul National University College of Medicine, Department of Health Policy and Management, May 24, 2023.
• “Assessing the Productivity of Health Spending: Towards a ‘Health Satellite Account’ for Korea — and Taiwan?” Department of Health Care Management, Chang Gung University, Taiwan, March 29, 2023.
• “Some Perspectives on the US health system,” Japan-Korea-Taiwan health economics conference, Taipei, Taiwan, March 18, 2023.

Other Professional Service
• International Health Economics Association mentoring session for PhD students and postdoctoral fellows, iHEA congress, Cape Town, South Africa, July 2023

RODNEY EWING

Academic Publications
• Igor M. Gussev, Eric C. O’Quinn, Mathew Tucker, Rodney C. Ewing, Cale Overstreet, Jörg Neuefeind, Michelle Everett, Qiang Zhang, David Spouster, Daniel Olds, Gianguido Baldinozzi, and Maik Lang (2023) Systematic study of short- and long-range correlations in

...
RE$_3$TaO$_7$ weberite-type compounds by neutron total scattering and X-ray diffraction. *Journal of Materials Chemistry A.*

- Kazuki Fueda, Tatsuki Komiya, Kenta Minomo, Kenji Horie, Mami Takehara, Shinya Yamasaki, Hiroyuki Shiotzu, Toshihiko Ohnuki, Bernd Grambow, Gareth T.W. Law, Rodney C. Ewing and Satoshi Utsunomiya (2023) Occurrence of radioactive cesium-rich micro-particles (CsMPs) in a school building located 2.8 km south-west of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. *Chemosphere,* vol. 328, 138566. (12 pages)


Courses Taught
- Germany and the Bomb, Stanford campus in Berlin, (OSPBER 98)
- Interschool Honors Program in International Security Studies (IIS 199)

Invited Talks
- “Reflections on My Career” invited lecture at the Future of Nuclear Waste Education Workshop at Clemson University, South Carolina, August 1, 2023.
- “Safety and Science: The Fragile Connection – Part II” invited keynote at 18th International Conference on Chemistry and Migration Behaviour of Actinides and Fission Products in the Geosphere at Nantes, France, September 26, 2023.

Policy Engagement
- Engagement on issues related to critical metals and the green energy transition (see papers and Hoover Report above).
- Continued research on radioactive emissions from the meltdown of nuclear reactors at Fukushima Daiichi (see papers above).

MARCEL FAFCHAMPS
Academic Publications


Courses Taught

- I taught two lectures in Econ 214 Development Economics I in the Fall quarter 2022

Invited Talks

- Francesco Cordaro, Marcel Fafchamps, Colin Mayer, Muhammad Meki, Simon Quinn and Kate Roll, “Microequity and Mutuality: Experimental Evidence on Credit with Performance-Contingent Repayment”, presented at the IGC conference on Firms, Trade and Development, Stanford University, 11/03-04/2022
- Pascaline Dupas, Marcel Fafchamps, and Deivy Houeix, “Eliciting Poverty Rankings from Urban or Rural Neighbors: Methodology and Empirical Evidence”, presented at the NYU Abu Dhabi Conference on Network Economics, Abu Dhabi, 01/16-18/2023

Policy Engagement

- Panelist in CEGA Strategic Planning Workshop on Gender and Agency Research, UC Berkeley, 02/10/2023
- Meeting on Togo Digital Economy with Togolese Government Minister and MDC representatives, GSB, 09/27/2023

JAMES FEARON

Courses Taught

- Fall 2023: PoliSci 101, Introduction to International Relations. Undergraduate lecture class.

Invited Talks
• Feb 2: Presentation on working in government as an academic. Haas Center, Stanford.
• Feb 16: Presentation for the event “Economics and geopolitics in the China-US relationship” held at U.C. Berkeley’s Haas School of Business.
• Feb 24: Keynote speech for the sixth International Conference on the Political Economy of Democracy and Dictatorship (PEDD), held at the University of Münster.
• March 1: Presentation to the Oxford International Relations Society, “What is contemporary international conflict about?”
• May 5: Presentation at the Yale Nuclear Weapons Symposium, on risks of nuclear escalation in a US/China conflict.
• July 4: Keynote speech, “Explanations for Armed Conflict, a Progress Report,” at the XII Workshop on Institutions, Individual Behavior, and Economic Outcomes, Political Economy session, Alghero, Italy.

Policy Engagement and Research/Policy organizing
• Consulting for the US Department of Defense, Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Policy), OSD Red Team, Office of Net Assessment, and Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff. Trips to Pentagon: March 15-17; May 8-10; August 14-17; October 5-6; October 19-20; (probable) December 13-15.
• November 5-6: I organized and ran the CISAC workshop on “Deterrence, War, and Peace in the Western Pacific,” with participation by a set of current and recent US policymakers, and academic specialists on this topic. Held at Stanford, and funded by the Stanton Foundation. A summary description follows:
  “The main intent of the workshop, “Deterrence, War, and Peace in the Western Pacific,” was to bring together a small group of academic experts and policy practitioners to discuss a set of questions concerning U.S. defense policy and risks of war – including nuclear war – with China in the coming decade. The risk of a US-China war, probably related to Taiwan, has increased dramatically in recent years. Both countries are configuring their defense postures and capabilities with this contingency in mind. The topic is a fairly new one for CISAC and the academic/policy think tank sector more broadly. One purpose of the workshop was to brainstorm about research agendas and initiatives that could be developed at CISAC to address dangers and risks in this area.”
November 29-December 1: Consulting trip to US Strategic Command, Omaha, Nebraska, at the recommendation of CJCS to USSTRATCOM.

JAMES FISHKIN

Academic Publications

Courses Taught
- Spring 2023 “The Spirit of Democracy” (co-taught with Larry Diamond)
- Fall 2023 On Leave

Invited Talks

Policy Engagement
- Follow up activities for the California 100 Deliberative Poll on key issues facing California for the CA 100 Commission.
- Principal Investigator for *America In One Room: Democratic Reform* (with Larry Diamond)
- Principal Investigator for Meta Community Forum on Bullying and Harassment in the Metaverse.
- Advisor to national Deliberative Poll sponsored by the National Assembly of South Korea on electoral reform (broadcast on KBS).
- Advisor to national Deliberative Poll on constitutional reform sponsored by the government of Mongolia.

FRANCIS FUKUYAMA

Academic Publications:


“China’s Road to Ruin: The Real Toll of Beijing’s Belt and Road” (with Michael Bennon) *Foreign Affairs* (Sept-Oct 2023, forthcoming).


“Russia Is Winning in Georgia: America Needs to Get Tough on Tbilisi” (with Nino Evgenidze), *Foreign Affairs* (April 6, 2023).


**Courses Taught:**
- MIP Speakers Series, INTLPOL 300
- Policy Design Studio, INTLPOL 310A and 310B
- Policy Problem-Solving in the Real World, INTLPOL 307

**Invited Talks:**
Rather than list all the talks I gave this past year, I will point to six in particular:
- On March 23 I delivered the Donald Stone Annual Lecture to the American Society for Public Administration
- March 28 and 30 I delivered the Patten Lectures at Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
- On June 15 I spoke at the Oslo Freedom Forum
- June 26 I spoke at the World Bank conference on Anti-Corruption
- September 8 I spoke at the Yalta European Strategy Conference in Kyiv
- October 18 I participated in a dialogue with Bruno Le Maire, the French Economy Minister, in Paris
- October 30 I participated in a dialogue with Kyriakos Mitsotakis, Prime Minister of Greece, in Athens

**Policy Engagement:**
- I continued the CDDRL podcast series “Democracy IRL”
- I continued my blog Frankly Fukuyama on the American Purpose web site
- I started a YouTube channel “Frankly Fukuyama”; it’s now up to 44 videos

**ANNA GRZYMALA-BUSSE**

**Academic Publications**
- “Historical State Formation Within and Beyond Europe,” (with Lisa Blaydes), World Politics, forthcoming.

Courses Taught
- Populism and the Erosion of Democracy (Winter and Fall 2023),
- Comparative Politics (Fall 2023),
- Pathways to the Modern World (Winter 2023)

Invited Talks:
- 2023: Columbia University, Washington University-St. Louis, University of California-Los Angeles, University of California-San Diego, Leszek Kolakowski Lecture at Oxford University, London School of Economics, Atheneum Lecture at Claremont-McKenna College

Policy Engagement
- Became Brookings Nonresident Fellow, lectured and wrote on Polish elections:
  - “How Historic Turnout Upended Illiberal Rule in Poland” Good Authority, 19 October 2023.
  - “What is at stake in Poland’s election?” Brookings Institution, 2 October 2023

GABRIELLE HECHT

Academic Publications
- Residual Governance: How South Africa Foretells Planetary Futures (Duke University Press, 2023)

Courses Taught
- History 302D/SUSTAIN 352/ANTHRO 302D "Power in the Anthropocene: Pasts, Presents, Futures"

Invited Talks
- Political Economy, Rebooted. University of California, Berkeley, October 2023
- La Gobernanza Residual y sus Abismos
- Taller Infraestructuras abismales, Chile/online, August 2023
- Refusing Residuality: Elevating the History of Technology in Africa
- Keynote, Technology and Material Culture in African History: Challenges and Potentials for Research and Teaching, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, January 2023
- Residual Governance: How South Africa Foretells Planetary Futures, Science Studies Student Choice Speaker, University of California San Diego, October 2023

Policy Engagement

- Founding external member, Institute for Environment, Conservation and Sustainability (IECS). University of Toronto Scarborough. 2023-
- Conseil Scientifique, ANDRA (Agence nationale pour la gestion des déchets radioactifs), France. By ministerial appointment, 2015-
- Received a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, 2023-24
- President for the Society for the History of Technology, Jan 2023-Dec 2024

SAUMITRA JHA

*Academic Publications*

- Winner of the 2020 *Oliver Williamson* Best Paper Award from the Society for Institutional and Organizational Economics.
- Winner of the 2023 Lee J. Alston Prize for best paper published in the previous year by the Journal of Historical Political Economy.

*Courses Taught*

- POLECON 383 Managing Politically Conflictual Environments (new course)
- Online Course (Stanford GSB with Emeritus): The Political Economics of Sustainability.

*Invited Talks*

- “Wars and Freedoms”: AALAC Economic History of States and Societies conference (Middlebury-keynote), Northwestern Kellogg School of Management (Strategy), International Growth Centre/ Association for Comparative Economic Studies Summer School in Political Economy (BerkeleyParis Institute for Advanced Study, LSE Economic History
• “Revolutionary Contagion”: Virtual Historical Political Economy Seminar, CEPR Conflict Conference (Barcelona),

• “Markets under Siege”: Sciences-Po/ Paris School of Economics Political Economy Seminar, ENS de Lyon (economics), Columbia (Political Science), CEPR Political Economy of Finance Conference (Rotterdam)

• “Political Trenches: Wars, Polarization and Partisanship”: Essex Political Economy, LSE Political Economy, Ecole Polytechnique (CREST), CEPR Political Economy Forum (Paris)

Policy Engagement

• Interviewed by NPR Planet Money on Means to Strengthen Financial Literacy.
• Led Stanford MBA trip to study Political Economy of Climate Change in Morocco, meeting local political leaders and policy makers.
• Discussed managing politically conflictual environments with a number of prominent policymaking guest lecturers, including Gen. Richard Clarke (USSOCOM), Rory Stewart (former UK Minister for Development and MP), and others.
• Joined FSI-sponsored small-group discussions with President Petri of Colombia and Opposition leader Rahul Gandhi of India
• Various other Exec Ed courses.

COLIN KAHL

Courses Taught


Invited Talks

• Chair, Brookings-Tsinghua Dialogue on AI and national security (U.S.-China Track 2), Milan, Italy (participated remotely), September 29, 2023.
• “U.S. Strategy in an Era of Major Power Competition,” presentation to Johns Hopkins SAIS Europe, Bologna, Italy, October 12, 2023.
• “Deterring a PRC Invasion of Taiwan,” presentation to CISAC Deterrence Workshop, Stanford, CA, November 4, 2023.

Policy Engagement
• Weekly engagements with the National Security Council and the Department of Defense on the full range of national security issues.

DIDI KUO

Academic Publications
• "Associational Party-Building: A Path to Rebuilding Democracy" (with Tabatha Abu El-Haj), Columbia Law Review Forum, 122(7)
• "Why Big Reform is Possible," Democracy Journal, No. 70

Courses Taught
• Co-director, Fisher Family Honors Program in Democracy, Development and Rule of Law (year-long program)

Invited Talks and Conferences
• "Political Parties and Democratic Capitalism," University of Virginia Conference on Can Democracy and Capitalism Coexist (March 2023)
• "State Capacity and Public Health," Western Political Science Association (April 2023)
- "Political Parties as Essential Democratic Institutions," New America/Protect Democracy Conference on More Parties, Better Parties (April 2023)
- "Electional Systems and Inclusive Growth," Yale Conference on Political Parties and Inclusive Growth (Oct 2023)
- Berkeley Comparative Politics Workshop (November 2023)

**Policy Engagement**
- Steering Committee, Task Force to Reduce American Extremism (ongoing)
  - oversaw research on presidential primaries for a working group on the presidential nominations process
- Organizing/Host Committee, Conference on More Parties, Better Parties (with New America, Protect Democracy, the Center for Ballot Freedom, and Lyceum Labs) (April 2023)
- Panelist and co-sponsor, Global Summit for Democracy, Keseb (September 2023)
- Panelist, Protect Democracy webinar on proportional representation (October 2023)
- "Political Parties as Associations," invited talk, Lyceum Labs Working Group (February 2023)
- Participant, Blueprint Forum closed workshop on parties (February 2023)
- Participant, Patriots and Pragmatists Annual Retreat (October 2023)
- Adjunct fellow, Niskanen Center
  - policy paper on business and state-building, in progress
- Nonresident fellow, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace—California
  - blog post: "California’s Election Reforms Should Be a Model for Other States"
- Board member, Lyceum Labs
- Advisor, Business for America

**MARGARET LEVY**

**Academic Publications**
- “Mobilizing in the Interest of Others,” (with Zachary Ugolnik), *Daedalus* Winter 2023
- “Reducing the Transactional Value of Identity and Race,” (with Henry Farrell), *Daedalus* Winter 2023

**Courses Taught**
- Citizenship in the 21st Century. COLLEGE 102 (Win)
- Imagining Adaptive Societies. CSRE 161, CSRE 261, ENGLISH 131D, SUSTAIN 131, SUSTAIN 231 (Win)

**Invited Talks**
- “Moral Political Economy,” Arizona State, Feb 2023
- Panel at LSE on Chandler book, May 2023
• “Moral Political Economy,” Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose (IIPP), University College London (UCL), May 2023
• “Rethinking Property Rights,” Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio Center, October 2023
• “Issue-spotting and mitigation: lessons from the Ethics and Society Review,” 32nd Meeting of the National Ethics Council of the European Union, Madrid, December 2023

Policy Engagement/Honors
• “Radical Sharing”, Long Now at the Interval, 22 August 2023.
• “Toward a Moral Political Economy,” KQED Forum with Alexis Madrigal. 9 May 2023
• “Governance of AI,” DeepMind, May 2023
• “Governance of AI,” Apolitical, May 2023
• CORE Board of Trustees, 2022-
• Berggruen Index of Government, advisory board, 2022-
• Actuate, board member, 2021-3
• Chair of Section 53, National Academy of Sciences, 2020-23
• Board of Directors, Berggruen Institute, 2014-
• Editorial Board, PNAS, 2019-
• General Editor, Annual Review of Political Science, 2006-; became co-General Editor in 2013
• Honorary Fellow of the IC3JM (Carlos III Juan March Institute), 2023-
• Distinguished Fellow, Samuel DuBois Cook Center, 2023

HONGBIN LI

Academic Publications

Courses Taught
• The Chinese Economy, econ 131 for Undergraduate
• Lecture for MBA class at GSB “the China Model”

Invited Talks
• Santa Clara University Seminar, November 2022 “Can Elite College Education Change One’s Fate in China?”
• Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, November 2022 “Can Elite College Education Change One’s Fate in China?”

Policy Engagement
• SCCEI China Briefs

DAVID LOBELL

Academic Publications (*=student as first author)


Courses Taught:
- Earthsys262/CS325b: Data for Sustainable Development
- Earthsys185: Feeding Nine Billion
- SUST 2: Climate and Society
- Earthsys209 Rethinking meat (student-led course)

Invited Talks:
- October 2023, United States Department of Agriculture Research and Development Division, “What works in climate smart agriculture?”
- May 2023, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, 2023 Agricultural Symposium: The Changing Geography of Agricultural Production “Ongoing climate change and adaptation in U.S. agriculture”
- April 2023, Carnegie Insitution of Washington. “Climate smart agriculture: separating the wheat from the chaff”
- March 2023, University of Illinois Center for Digital Agriculture “Using satellites to advance climate-smart agriculture” (keynote)

Policy Engagement:
- Discussed research results with the White House (Office of Science and Technology Policy) and USDA Chief Economist’s office.
- Attended meeting of the Federal Reserve at Kansas City on the changing geography of food production.

PRASHANT LOYALKA

Academic Publications
Courses Taught
• Educ 202 Introduction to International Comparative Education
• Educ 222/GSBGEN 326 Resource Allocation in Education
• Educ 306A Economics of Education in a Global Economy
• Educ 456 Seminar in Organizations and Institutions

Invited Talks
• Tsinghua University
• Stanford University, ACSSS
• Stanford University, SCANCOR
• Harvard University, Asian Pacific Education Students International Association
• University of Chicago, NSF-SIARM
• Institute for Educational Studies, Tripura, India

Policy Engagement
• The U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, “Hearing on Chinese Education and Economic Growth”

STEPHEN LUBY

Academic Publications


- Winters S, Pitchik HO, Akter F, Yeasmin F, Jahir T, Huda TMN, Rahman M, Winch PJ, Luby SP, Fernald LCH. How does women's empowerment relate to antenatal care


**Courses Taught**

- Practical Approaches to Global Health Research (INTPOL 290)
• Theories of Change in Global Health (INTPOL 291)
• Preventing Human Extinction (COLLEGE 107) (with Paul Edwards)

Invited Talks
• “Climate change as a driver of waterborne disease” World Water Week, Stockholm, August 22, 2023

Policy Engagement
• Brick Manufacturing in Bangladesh. Air pollution generated by brick kilns in Bangladesh are estimated to result in over 6,000 premature adult deaths annually. We developed an intervention, Zigzag 2.0, which offered brick kiln owners and operators technical support and training to adopt low cost changes in kiln management and insulation. We deployed this intervention in a randomized controlled trial among 357 zigzag kilns in Khulna Division in the 2022/2023 brick kiln season. 65% of the kilns offered the intervention adopted the two most important components of the intervention. Kilns that adopted the intervention used 24% less coal per 100,000 bricks produced, generated 21% less carbon dioxide emissions and 21% lower PM$_{2.5}$ emissions. After presenting these results to the Government of Bangladesh Ministry of Environment Forest and Climate Change, the Ministry change their stance regarding non-engagement with the informal brick making sector. In response to a formal request by the Ministry, we are providing support to local implementation partners to scale the intervention to 300 additional kilns in the coming brick kiln season.

• Lead in turmeric in South Asia: We continue to engage with the Bangladesh Food Safety Authority following up on our work published in 2019 that linked elevated lead levels among residents of rural Bangladesh to consumption of turmeric that was adulterated with lead chromate. Three days following our publications in September 2019 and a coordinated press release the Bangladesh Food Safety Authority banned the use of any colorant in spices. Prior to these public pronouncements, we found that 47% of turmeric samples from the major wholesale market in Dhaka were positive for lead. In a follow-up evaluation 12 months after the ban went into effect, only 5% of turmeric samples in the wholesale market had detectable lead. Our most recent follow-up finds 0% of samples in the wholesale market with detectable lead. We have published these results in a peer reviewed international literature. They have attracted considerable attention including in The Economist. We have extended our work into Pakistan and several states in India which face a similar problem. We are working with stakeholders and collaborators to use a strategy similar to what was effective in Bangladesh to reduce exposures in these other settings.

ROBERT MACCOUN

Academic Publications

• Anticipating the risks and benefits of counterfactual world simulation models (with L. Kirfel, T. Icard, & T. Gerstenberg), under editorial review.


Courses Taught
• On medical leave, Winter 2023 and Spring 2023
• Elements of Policy Analysis bootcamp, Fall 2023
• Research Design for Empirical Legal Studies, Fall 2023

ORIANA MASTRO

Academic Publications:

BOOKS:
• 06/01/24 “Upstart: How China became a Great Power” (Oxford UP, forthcoming June 2024) [OUP page launched, linked in the title]

BOOK CHAPTERS:
• 09/29/23 “China’s Nuclear Enterprise: Trends, Developments, and Implications for the United States and Its Allies,” in Project Atom 2023 (CSIS).

REPORTS:
• 01/30/23 “The Next Flashpoint? China, the Republic of Korea, and the Yellow Sea.” (Asia Policy)

OP-EDS AND SIMILAR EDITORIAL PIECES:
• 02/02/23 “Japan must do more, and faster, to avert war over Taiwan.” (Washington Post)

ARTICLES AND SIMILAR PUBLICATIONS:
07/04/23 with David A. Siegel, “Talking to the enemy: Explaining the emergence of peace talks in interstate war,” Journal of Theoretical Politics.

Courses Taught:
- Winter 2023: Co-taught W23-POLISCI-114S-01: INTL SECURITY IN CHANGING WRLD with Scott Sagan and Luis Rodriguez
- 04/20-21 Taught a CACI course on China’s space program.
- 05/11-12 Taught a course on China’s space and counterspace capabilities.
- 06/04-05 Taught courses to DoD on Chinese military

Invited Talks

STANFORD EVENTS AND ROUNDTABLES:
- 02/15/23 Spoke at Stanford’s Knight-Hennessy Scholar Program.
- 04/22/23 Speaking on Taiwan at Hoover’s Global Trends conference.
- 05/02/23 Spoke at Hoover Institution event, “The U.S.-China Rivalry and Japan's Position.”
- 05/05/23 Hosted book review/roundtable workshop to hear feedback on my book project.
- 05/22/23 Participated in Stanford Taiwan project, meeting the challenges of governance panel.
- 05/31/23 Guest lecturer, Ken Schultz’ Stanford class
- 08/08/23 Presented in the 2023 Summer Undergraduate Research Faculty Seminar, “Recommendations for US Strategy in Competition with China”
- 8/11/23 Roundtable with CCCS Director, General YK Joshi (ret.), India’s Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) organized by Stanford India Policy and Economics Club [Attended]
- 08/15/23 Presented at the Stanford Summer Research College Methods Training Seminar
- 09/12/23 Stanford Center at Peking University: Spoke at Roundtable One: Perspectives on Potential Conflict on Taiwan Strait
- 09/13/23 Stanford Center at Peking University: Spoke at Roundtable Two: Perspectives on Sino Russia relations post Russia-Ukraine War
- 10/3/23 Presented in the Initial Large Language Models (LLMs) for Wargame Simulation Results
- 10/03/23 Attended CISAC Seminar: Support the Troops: Gender, Military Obligation, and the Making of Political Community by Kate Millar
- 10/17/23 Moderated CISAC seminar- Effects of International Affairs News Reporting on Knowledge and Perceptions - A Study of U.S. Residents and Foreign Affairs Elite by Andrew Shaver
• 10/24/23 Participated in the China Social Science Workshop (CSSW): Joseph Torigian, American Uni, Research Fellow at the Hoover History Lab, “The Tiananmen Square Massacre and the End of Xi’s Career”
• 11/04/2023 Spoke at the Workshop on Deterrence, Peace, and War in the Western Pacific, Stanford University
• 11/06/2023 Organized and spoke at the event “Assessing US-China Interaction at APEC”, Stanford University
• 11/08/2023 05/31 Guest lecturer, James Fearon’s Stanford class PS101
• 11/15/2023 Attended Dean’s Lecture Series: President Joko Widodo of Indonesia, Stanford University
• 11/09/2023 Panelist in the 2nd Annual Geopolitics of Technology in East Asia, Stanford University
• 11/15/2023 Discussion with GSB Simulation Class on Taiwan and deterrence, Stanford University

OTHER EVENTS:
• 01/24/23 Participated in CSIS Project Atom Workshop
• 02/02/23 Participated in CNAS Working Group
• 02/21/23 Spoke at Sonoma World Affairs Council.
• 02/11/23 Participated in CSIS Interpret China’s Russia-China
• 05/11 Spoke at RAND conference in Santa Monica, CA
• 09/11/23 Meeting with scholars at Renmin University of China to discuss China-US relations and Taiwan issue.
• 09/29/23 Attended Milan AI Dialogue
• 09/30/23 Spoke at Helsinki Security Forum 2023 Session: Learning about the Nuclear Umbrella
• 10/20/23 Spoke at the 20th CSIS/NIKKEI Symposium on “Next Phase for the US-Japan alliance in uncertain East Asia.”
• 10/21/23 Participated in the Mt. Fuji Dialogue: The US-Japan Alliance and Technology
• 10/30/23 Spoke at the 10th Xiangshan forum on Artificial Intelligence Security
• 11/01/23 3rd Policy dialogue, speaking on Challenges and Opportunities in US-China Relations
• 11/16/23 UC San Diego, CA: Presented a hybrid lecture on Upstart: How China Became a Great Power

Policy Engagement:
• Testimony - 04/28/23 “The Challenges of Deterrence in the Taiwan Strait,” (House Select Committee on China)
• About two dozen various meetings with US and foreign officials
• 09/07/23 Interview with Limes [Italy]. “A US-China war would be disastrous, here’s how to avoid it.” [“Una guerra Usa-Cina sarebbe disastrosa. Ecco come proviamo a evitarla”]
11/15/23 [In Chinese] Interview by Voice of America, “Mei Huilin [Oriana’s Chinese name]: Meeting with Xi Jinping is important, but it is only the first step to improve relations.”

MICHAEL MCFAUL

Academic publications

Courses Taught
- Spring 2023 - INTLPOL 211: A New Cold War? Great Power Relations in the 21st Century (POLISCI 312, REES 219)
- Spring 2023 - POLISCI 62: Defending Democracy at Home and Abroad

Invited Talks
- Moderated Discussion on Taiwan/Ukraine, Yomiuri International, January 15, 2023
- Panelist at Hoover Conference on Rethinking Defense Budgeting, Stanford University, January 19, 2023
- Conversation w/ Larry Mantle, Jews United for Democracy and Justice and Community Advocates, January 25, 2023
- Hearing on Support for Ukraine Bill, MT (Tom France), January 30, 2023
- DOD CIO Event, Stanford University, February 9, 2023
- Dinner Speaker at Friends of Ukraine Event, Munich Security Conference, February 18, 2023
- Press Event, Stanford University, February 22, 2023
- Moderator at One Year Since Russia's Full-Scale Invasion of Ukraine: The View from Kyiv, Stanford University, February 24, 2023
- Introduction at Film Event: Film Screening: Freedom on Fire: Ukraine's Fight for Freedom, Stanford University, February 24, 2023
- Knight Hennessy Curiosity Corner Speaker, March 1, 2023
- Panelist at What the Failure of Local Democracy in Iran tells about Islamist Authoritarianism, Stanford University, March 2, 2023
- Hoover Media Roundtable, Stanford University, March 6, 2023
- Discussion with President of Finland, Stanford University, March 7, 2023
- Rebuild, Reimagine, and Accelerate: Ukraine Workshop, Stanford University, March 10, 2023
- Q and A Session with DCM Jay Munir, middle level and entry level officers, Muscat Embassy, March 13, 2023
- Hoover Session with NSAFs and their student mentees, Stanford University, March 16, 2023
- Keynote on The Causes and Consequences of the Russia-Ukraine War, AFPM, March 20, 2023
- Q and A session, Jewish Democratic Council of America (JDCA), March 21, 2023
- 3rd Annual Hagel Lecture, University of Chicago, March 24, 2023
- Panelist at Democracy Matters 2023 Program, March 27, 2023
- Hoover Congressional Fellowship Program Keynote, Stanford University, April 3, 2023
- The Causes and Consequences of the Russia-Ukraine War, The Forum, April 6, 2023
- Q and A Session for MIP Admit Day, Stanford University, April 7, 2023
- Panel participation Panel on Public Diplomacy and Democracy Promotion, Stanford University, April 13, 2023
- Introduction at Seminar: A Conversation with Colombian President Gustavo Petro, Stanford University, April 18, 2023
- Q and A Session with Nigerian Higher Ed Leaders, Stanford University, April 25, 2023
- The Causes and Consequences of the Russia-Ukraine War, Insight Partners, April 25, 2023
- Strengthening Sanctions Against the Russian Federation: Updates in Action Plan 2.0 Webinar, Stanford University, May 4, 2023
- Burlingame Library Speaker Series Event with Ambassador McFaul and Congresswoman Speier, Burlingame Library, May 7, 2023
- Hoover Media Roundtable at Hoover, Stanford University, May 8th, 2023
- Panelist for MIP 40th anniversary events, Stanford University, May 8th, 2023
- Guest Lecture at Michael Tomz Grad IPE class, Stanford University, May 9th, 2023
- Moderate Panel War in Chechnya and Ukraine, Lennart Meri Conference, May 14th, 2023
- Congratulatory Remarks at APARC 40th Anniversary Event, Stanford University, May 17, 2023
- Virtual Q and A Session for AP History class, Carl Sandburg High School, May 18, 2023
- SDSS Faculty Roundtable, Stanford University, May 22, 2023
- Panelist at The Victory of Ukraine and The New World Order, Kyiv Security Forum, May 26, 2023
- Guest lecture at Public Policy Graduate colloquium, Stanford University, May 30, 2023
- Guest lecture at POLECON 383– MANAGING POLITICALLY CONFLICTUAL ENVIRONMENTS, Stanford University, June 2, 2023
- American Purpose Leaders’ Circle Invitation: Michael McFaul on Russia, American Purpose, June 8, 2023
- Roundtable Discussion with The Right Honorable Jacinda Ardern, Stanford University, June 9, 2023
- Session Hoover Institution International Seminar (HIIS) The Causes and Consequences of the Russia-Ukraine War, Stanford University, June 20, 2023
• Panelist at Transatlantic Dialogue Session I - Ukraine: Sustained Transatlantic Unity? (Hoover), Stanford University, June 21, 2023
• London - private discussion on "The Role of the Private Sector in Advancing Security and Implementing Sanctions", June 22, 2023
• Transatlantic Dialogue Session II - Ukraine: Sustained Transatlantic Unity? (Hoover), Stanford University, June 28, 2023
• Briefing with Americans and Romanians on Russia, Alianta.org, July 13, 2023
• Briefing with Russian/Ukrainian Fellows who are part of the Democracy Fellowship Fund, CEPA, July 18, 2023
• Summer Fellows Talk - Great Power Relations in the 21st Century: Lessons from the Cold War for Dealing with China and Russia Today, Stanford University, July 28, 2023
• Follow-up Session with Summer Fellows, Stanford University, August 2, 2023
• Discussion with EBA, European Business Association, August 3, 2023
• Summer Fellows Talk - Advancing Democracy Abroad: Should We and Can We?, Stanford University, August 4, 2023
• Session with Ukrainian Youth, 360Plus Foundation and Office of Community Engagement – Stanford, August 7, 2023
• Follow-up Session with Summer Fellows, Stanford University, August 8, 2023
• Session with Michael McFaul and Larry Diamond, Jews United for Democracy and Justice and Community Advocates, August 9, 2023
• Moderator at Sustainable Democracy Conference, Stanford University, August 29, 2023
• Panelist at Prof. Garton Ash Book event at Hoover, Stanford University, August 29, 2023
• Panelist at (Mis) managing differences Dahrendorf Programme at Hoover, Stanford University, August 30, 2023
• MIP Orientation, Stanford University, September 22, 2023
• Q and A session with Substack readers over Zoom, October 6, 2023
• Opening Remarks, IUC 60th Anniversary Celebration, Stanford University, October 7, 2023
• Keynote, Westley Group, October 12, 2023
• Leopold Lecture, Northwestern University, October 17, 2023
• Micro-lecture reunion homecoming, Stanford University, October 20, 2023
• Reunion Panel: Global Threats Today: What’s at Stake, and What We Can Do About it, Stanford University, October 21, 2023
• Speaker at Slava Vakarchuk Fundraiser event, Project Ukraine Foundation with the support of the Consulate General of Ukraine in SF, October 23, 2023
• Panelist on Geopolitics & the Flow of Funds — Russia & China: Preparing for Threats, Capitalizing on Opportunities, Apollo Forum, October 25, 2023
• Wheeler Lecture on Causes and Consequences of the Russia-Ukraine War, Montana State University, October 30, 2023
• Panel participation on Ukraine at Stanford’s Tech Innovation & National Security Conference/Student moderator, Stanford University, November 1, 2023
• Q and A Session with JSK Fellows, Stanford University, November 2, 2023
• Democracy Day Presentation - “Why Should We Care About Ukraine?”, Stanford University, November 3, 2023
• Breakfast Keynote on Great Power Competition, Trinity University, November 7, 2023
• A Summit Discussion with Prime Minister Kishida Fumio of Japan and President Yoon Suk Yeol of the Republic of Korea, Stanford University, November 17, 2023
• Panelist for Continuing Studies Course on Shaping America’s Future (specifically the status of Democracy at home and abroad, Stanford University, November 27, 2023
• Panel Participation for Tech Track 2 Conference, Stanford University (Hoover), November 28, 2023
• Guest lecture for Greg Rosston Public Policy Program for Frosh students, Stanford University, December 4, 2023
• Rebuilding Economic Prosperity and Opportunity (REPO) Briefing, United States Senate, December 5, 2023
• Student Info Session, Stanford University, December 5, 2023
• Panelist on “The Future of Multilateral Institutions in the Era of Great Power Competition”, Stanford University, December 5, 2023
• Guest lecture for Professor Stoner’s DDRL Course, Stanford University, December 5, 2023
• Session with RFE/RL Editors, RFE/RL, December 14, 2023

Policy Engagement
• “It’s Time for Congress to Vote for New Aid to Ukraine,” McFaul’s World on Substack, November 27, 2023.
• “Should We Seize Russian Funds to Pay for the War in Ukraine?” The Washington Post, November 16, 2023.
• “Terrorism Is Terrorism,” McFaul’s World on Substack, October 11, 2023.
• “U.S. Congress Must Renew Military Aid to Ukraine,” McFaul’s World on Substack, October 2, 2023.
• “Calling for ‘Give Peace a Chance’ without a Strategy to Convince Putin To End His Invasion of Ukraine Is not Realism,” McFaul’s World on Substack, August 18, 2023.
• “Navalny Is a Political Prisoner, Trump is Not,” McFaul’s World on Substack, August 11, 2023.
• “The Negative Consequences of Track 1.5 Diplomacy to End the War in Ukraine,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, July 29, 2023.
• “Next Steps for Bringing Ukraine into NATO: Win the War, Meet the Conditions,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, July 17, 2023.
• “Ukraine Must (Eventually) Be a Member of NATO,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, July 5, 2023.
• *Working Group Paper #12 - Strengthening Sanctions to Stop Western Technology from Helping Russia’s Military Industrial Complex (Stanford, FSI, July 3, 2023).*
• “‘Improved Relations’ with China (or any other country) Should Never Be the Goal of Diplomacy,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, June 16, 2023.
• “Content for the Guessing Game about the Ukrainian Counteroffensive,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, June 9, 2023.
• “Russia's nonsense about an assassination attempt is a sign of its desperation,” *MSNBC Daily*, May 5, 2023.
• *Working Group Paper #11- Action Plan 2.0 on Strengthening Sanctions Against the Russian Federation (Stanford, FSI, April 24, 2023).*
• “Putin’s Arrest of Gershkovich Will Deter Foreign Journalists from Working in Russia,” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, April 5, 2023.
• “Are Putin and Xi as Close as Everyone Assumes?” *McFaul’s World on Substack*, March 27, 2023.
• “Are All Russians Guilty for Russia’s War in Ukraine?” McFaul’s World on Substack, March 20, 2023.
• “How China’s Saudi-Iran Deal Can Serve U.S. Interests” (with Abbas Milani), Foreign Policy, March 14, 2023.
• “Why all Americans have a stake in what happens in Ukraine next,” MSNBC Daily, February 24, 2023.
• “One Year of War in Ukraine: My Take,” McFaul’s World on Substack, February 1, 2023.
• “Biden’s Impressive Success on Ukraine (So Far),” McFaul’s World on Substack, January 31, 2023.
• “Celebrating Martin Luther King Day in Russia,” McFaul’s World on Substack, January 16, 2023.
• “Can You Be a Social Scientist and a Policy Advocate at the Same Time,” McFaul’s World on Substack, January 11, 2023.
• “No, the devil you know – Putin – is not better than the devil you don’t,” McFaul’s World on Substack, January 9, 2023.
• “2022 Was the Year of Victory for Ukraine and Defeat for Russia,” McFaul’s World on Substack, January 4, 2023.
• “The world can’t allow the ex-president of Georgia to die,” The Washington Post, January 4, 2023.

GRANT MILLER

Academic Publications
• “Impact of the ‘Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance’ Policy on Reproductive Health Services and Outcomes in Sub-Saharan Africa,” Accepted, Science Advances
(with Nina Brooks, Matt Gunther, Eran Bendavid, Elizabeth H. Boyle, and Kathryn Grace)


**Courses Taught**
- Economics 127/Medicine 262: “The Economics of Health Improvement in Lower-Income Countries” (Winter 2023)
- Health Research and Policy 201C/Medicine 215C: “Graduate Tutorial in Health Policy III” (Spring 2023)

**Invited Talks**
- U.S. Department of State Human Trafficking Prevalence Reduction Innovation Forum (May 2023): “Using Administrative and Survey Data to Combat Human Trafficking in Brazil”
- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Department of Economics (May 2023): “Cost-Sharing in Medical Care Can Increase Adult Mortality in Lower-Income Countries”
- U.S. Department of Labor (October 2023): “The Stanford Human Trafficking Data Lab”
- Inter-American Development Bank (November 2023): “Using Administrative Data to Combat Human Trafficking”
- U.S. Department of State Human Trafficking Prevalence Reduction Innovation Forum (November 2023): “Using Administrative and Survey Data to Combat Human Trafficking in Brazil”

**Policy Engagement**
- Discussion with the U.S. Department of State about the Stanford Human Trafficking Data Lab and Human Trafficking in Brazil (May 2023)
- Discussion and Accompaniment of Brazilian Human Trafficking Task Force Inspections (July 2023)
- Discussion with the U.S. Department of Labor about the Stanford Human Trafficking Data Lab (October 2023)
- Meeting with Asian Development Bank Chief Economist (November 2023)
- Discussion with the U.S. Department of State about the Stanford Human Trafficking Data Lab and Human Trafficking in Brazil (November 2023)
JEAN OI

**Academic Publications**
- “China’s Local Government Debt: Is there an Endgame?,” with XU Yunxiao, Revise and Resubmit, *China Journal*

**Courses Taught**
- Chinese Politics
- Approaches to Chinese Politics
- China Social Science Workshop

**Named Lectures and Keynotes**
- China in the World (CIW) Annual Lecture, Australian National University, November 23, 2023
- Keynote address as President of the Association for Asian Studies to Regional Conferences:
  - Asian Studies Conference Japan, Tokyo (ASCJ) (7/1/2023)
  - Midwest Conference on Asian Affairs (MCAA), Urbana-Champaign (9/30/2023)
  - Western Conference (WCAAS), West Yellowstone (10/6/2023)
  - New England Conference (NEAAS), Wellesley (10/14/2023)
  - Southwest Conference (SWCAS), Houston (11/4/2023)

**Invited Talks**
- Symposium on Chinese Political Economy and Asian Studies, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan, “A Perfect Storm: COVID, Collapse of the Property Sector, and Local Government Debt in China,” June 29, 2023
- New York University Shanghai, New Bund Campus, Shanghai; “A Perfect Storm: COVID, Collapse of the Property Sector, and Local Government Debt in China,” CGA Lecture Series, September 18, 2023

**Policy Engagement**
- Panelists on Roundtable on Asian Studies, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan, June 29, 2023
- Speaker, Japan Forum, Tokyo, Japan, “China’s Challenges: Even Tougher post COVID,” June 30, 2023
• Panelist at Australian National University, China in the World Forum, 22 November 2023

DOUGLAS OWENS

Academic Publications


Courses Taught

• Analysis of Costs, Risks, and Benefits of Health Care, HRP 392 Biomedin 432
• Prevention Across Medical Disciplines: Evidence-based Guidelines, CHPR 250
• Health Policy Graduate Student Tutorial II, HRP 201B
• Health Policy Seminar: Public Health and Population Health, HRP 243A

Invited Talks

**Policy Engagement**
- Member, Clinical Guideline Committee, American College of Physicians, 2023
- Member, Human-centered Artificial Intelligence Policy Committee

**JENNIFER PAN**

**Academic Publications**
- Sandra Gonzalez-Bailon, David Lazer, Pablo Barbera Meiqing Zhang, Hunt Allcott, Taylor Brown, Adriana Crespo-Tenorio, Deen Freelon, Matthew Gentzkow, Andrew M. Guess, Shanto Iyengar, Young Mie Kim, Neil Malhotra, Devra Moehler, Brendan Nyhan, Jennifer Pan, Carlos Velasco Rivera, Jaime Settle, Emily Thorson, Rebekah Tromble, Arjun Wilkins, Magdalena Wojcieszak, Chad Kiewiet de Jonge, Annie Franco, Winter

**Courses Taught**
- Communication Research Methods (COMM 106/206)
- Censorship and Propaganda in the Digital Age (COMM 158/258)

**Invited Talks**
- Emory University, Jan 2023
- UCLA, Feb. 2023
- NYU CSMAP, Mar. 2023
- WiDS, Mar. 2023
- University of Washington, May 2023
- Bay Area Tech Economy Seminar, May 2023
- FACES, Oct. 2023
- University of California, Berkeley, Nov. 2023

**Policy Engagement**
- Meeting with Chinese AI policymakers, Sept. 2023
- Provide background on Confucius Institutes to Gisela Kusakawa, the Exec. Director of the Asian American Scholar Forum (AASF) for hearing by the US House Committee on Education and the Workforce, Sept. 2023

**DAVID RELMAN**

**Academic Publications**
- Celis AI, Relman DA, Huang KC. The impact of iron and heme availability on the healthy human gut microbiome *in vivo* and *in vitro*. Cell Chemical Biology 2023; 30:110-126. PMC9913275
- Greene D, Palmer M, Relman D. Motivating proactive biorisk management. Health Security 2023; 21:46-60. PMC9940813


Courses Taught
• Lecturer, INTNLREL35SI: Crisis and Cooperation
• Lecturer, BIOC205: Molecular Foundations
• Lecturer, HUMBIO57: Epidemic Intelligence: How to identify, investigate and interrupt outbreaks of disease
• Guest Lecturer, EPI519: Evolutionary Epidemiology of Infectious Disease, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

Invited Talks
• 02/03/2023 Invited Speaker, Symposium for Advancing Marine Mammal Medicine, US Navy Marine Mammal Program, San Diego, CA
• 03/06-10/2023 Vaginal Microbiome Research Consortium 2023 Annual Meeting, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Durban, South Africa
• 03/20/2023 Plenary Speaker, The Cumming Foundation Mountain West Microbiome Meeting, Snowbird, UT
• 03/23/2023 Edwin Englert, Jr., MD Endowed Lecture, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
• 04/05/2023 Invited Speaker, World Affairs Council of Northern California, Los Altos, CA
• 04/06/2023 Invited Speaker, Infectious Diseases Grand Rounds, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Rutgers University
• 04/13/2023 Director’s Seminar, Center for International Security and Cooperation, Stanford University
• 04/19/2023 Opening Remarks, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists Pathogen Project, Geneva, Switzerland
• 04/26/2023 Panel Discussion, Lessons from the COVID War, Commonwealth Club, San Francisco, CA
• 06/18/2023 Session Moderator, ASM Microbe 2023, Houston, TX
• 08/07-08/2023 Speaker, Congressional Biosecurity Workshop, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
• 10/28/2023 Speaker, Technology: Tragedy or Transcendence? Boundaries of Humanity Public Symposium, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
• 11/06/2023 Speaker, Conversations Before Midnight, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists Virtual Event

Policy Engagement
• Member of Technical Advisory Group for Maternal, Newborn & Child Health Discovery & Tools, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
• Member of Science and Security Board, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists; Co-Chair of Pathogen Project
• Member of Defense Science Board, U.S. Department of Defense; Co-Chair of Task Force on Emerging Biological Technologies and National Security
• Member of Science and Technology Advisory Committee, National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center, U.S. Department of Homeland Security
• Member of Mars Sample Return Sample Receiving Project Tiger Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA

SCOTT ROZELLE

Academic Publications
• Effect of the mHealth-Supported Healthy Future Programme Delivered by Community Health Workers on Maternal and Child Health in Rural China: Study Protocol for a Cluster Randomised Controlled Trial, BMJ Open, January 20, 2023 http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmjopen-2022-065403
• Comparison of Mothers’ Perceptions of Hunger Cues in 3-Month-Old Infant Under Different Feeding Methods, BMC Public Health, March 7, 2023 https://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-023-15325-3
- Variations in the Home Language Environment and Early Language Development in a Peri-urban Community in China, Early Childhood Research Quarterly, April 5, 2023 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecresq.2023.03.005
- Maternal Dietary Diversity and Small for Gestational Age: The Effect Modification by Pre-Pregnancy Body Mass Index and Gestational Weight Gain in a Prospective Study within Rural Sichuan, China (2021–2022), Nutrients, August 22, 2023 https://doi.org/10.3390/nu15173669
- Community Mindfulness and Mentorship Preventive Intervention in Migrant Chinese Children: A Randomized Controlled Trial, JAACAP Open, August 29, 2023 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jaacop.2023.08.004
- The Salience of Information: Evidence from a Health Information Campaign in Rural China, Economic Development and Cultural Change, September 15, 2023 https://doi.org/10.1086/720005

Courses Taught
- Economics 131: The Chinese Economy

Invited Talks
- Conference/Talk Title (April 2023)
• KU Leuven Fall Seminar/ECD and Common Prosperity (November 2022)
• University of Pennsylvania Education in Rural China/Rural China’s Schooling and Economic Development (November 2022)
• APARC Awards Ceremony, Stanford/ECD and Common Prosperity (December 2022)
• American Economic Association’s Annual Meetings/Human Capital and Social Mobility in China (January 2023)
• Zhejiang Province Business Association Annual Meetings/ECD and Common Prosperity (January 2023)

• Podcast on The Signal/Invisible China: How the Rural-Urban Divide Threatens China’s Rise (February 2023)
• CIES Annual Conference/Rural Health, Education and ECD and China’s Future Rise (February 2023)
• International Food Policy Research Institute/Common Prosperity Begins at 0-3: How the Rural-Urban Divide in China Threatens the Nation’s Rise (February 2023)
• University of Chicago, Booth School of Business, Seminar Speaker/Common Prosperity Begins at 0-3: Lecture on Rural-Urban Divide in China (February 2023)
• SPICE Annual Talk/China’s Rural Economy and China’s Development (March 2023)
• Festschrift for Keijiro Otsuka in Tokyo University/Rural China’s Development and China’s Growth (March 2023)
• Asian Studies Association, Keynote Address/Common Prosperity Begins at 0-3: How the Rural-Urban Divide in China Threatens the Nation’s Rise (March 2023)
• Shanghai Business Institute, Invited Seminar/Rural China and the Middle Income Trap (March 2023)
• Cornell University, Dyson School of Business, Invited Seminar/Common Prosperity Begins at 0-3: How the Rural-Urban Divide in China Threatens the Nation’s Rise (March 2023)
• Middlebury College, Special Invited Seminar/The Other China: Can China Escape the Middle Income Trap (March 2023)
• Keynote Address in the 2023 Association of Asian Studies/The Other China: Can China Escape the Middle-Income Trap—Two Short-Run Barriers and One Long-Run Barrier (April 2023)
• Harvard University, Annual China Conference, Keynote Address/ Human Capital and Social Mobility in China (April 2023)
• University of Barcelona, Annual Conference/Why is Rural China Important to China’s Future Growth? (June 2023)
• National School of Development, Annual Summer Institute/Rural Human Capital: China’s Invisible Barrier to Future Growth (June 2023)
• Wuhan College, Graduation Invited Talk/Rural China: The Other Half of China’s Future Economic Growth and Development (June 2023)
• Southwest University of Finance and Economics, Summer Internship Opening/Invited Talk/Exploring Common Prosperity: What is Life Like in Shanghai versus Western Rural China? (June 2023)
• Chinese Economic Society Annual Conference: Keynote Speech/Common Prosperity Starts at 0-3: Economic Development in China (June 2023)
• Peking University, School of Modern Agriculture, Keynote Speaker, Talk 1/Invisible China: How the Rural-Urban Divide Threatens China’s Rise (June 2023)
• Capital University of China’s School of Business International Conference, Invited Talk/Can China Continue to Grow? (July 2023)
• Zhejiang University’s Center for Agricultural and Rural Development, Invited Lecture/Invisible China: How the Rural-Urban Divide Threatens China’s Rise (August 2023)
• Wuhan College, Economics Program/Doing Fieldwork in Rural China: How to do it and What you will learn? (September 2023)
• China Foundation for Rural Development, Invited Keynote Speech/Metaanalysis of Early Childhood Development: Challenge of Poor Development; the Source of the Challenge; and What are the Solutions (September 2023)
• China Youth Development Foundation, Invited Keynote Speech/Challenges of Upscaling Early Childhood Development in Rural China (September 2023)
• Peking University, School of Modern Agriculture, Keynote Speaker, Talk 2/Common Prosperity Starts at 0-3 Years Old (September 2023)
• School of Oriental and African Studies, Annual Conference on China/Will China Keep Growing? (October 2023)
• San Francisco Innovation Conference—US and China Collaboration on Early Childhood Development/Challenges in Upscaling ECD in the Coming 5 Years (October 2023)
• US-China People’s Friendship Association Annual Conference/Rural China and the Challenges and the Successful US-China Sources of Successful Solutions (October 2023)
• SPICE Annual Talk/China’s Rural Economy and China’s Development (November 2023)

Policy Engagement
• Testified before Congress: Economic and Security Commission. China’s Education System: Strengths and Weaknesses, February 2023
• In July Scott Rozelle joined a Track II Diplomacy dialogue organized by the Center for Strategic and International Studies and Peking University. The months-long dialogue focused on preserving scholarly exchanges between academics in the two countries. The Track II Diplomacy initiative, to conclude in fall 2023, seeks to chart common ground and advise policy makers in both countries on how to preserve the benefits of scholarly collaboration that accrue to both countries and the world at large. Scott wrote two essays that will be published and sent to Congress and the White House/Executive Branch, July to October, 2023
• Invited by CSIS to participate in formal debate on the need to extend the US-China Science and Technology Agreement (which is expiring in early 2024), October 2023
• Actively advising and working with SCCEI Impact Team:
  o Policy Brief Team
    ▪ This year the SCCEI China Briefs, our biweekly digest of data-rich, policy relevant research on China, delved into an array of critical topics shaping China’s socio-economic landscape and its global interactions.
  o Big Data China
    ▪ Worked with CSIS to put on 4 feature events and 4 micro-events
  o Audience is more than 5000 people in Washington DC (among others)
SCCEI-Asia Society Policy Institute Collaboration
- Put on three round table events. The results of the round tables were written up in a report and sent to thousands of individuals and groups in the audiences of the Asia Society, New York and SCCEI, All year, 2023
- Participating in (as unpaid consultant) and actively organizing international collaboration between international academics and experts in Early Childhood Development and the National Ministry of Health’s 2023 Early Childhood Development Pilot Initiative, All year, 2023
- Actively advising and working with SCCEI Community Associates Team (work with local young entrepreneurs and community activists in teaching them about China’s political economy), All Year, 2023

SCOTT SAGAN

Academic Publications

Courses Taught
- POLISCI 22SC: Face of Battle (with Allen Weiner)
- THINK 19: Rules of War (with Allen Weiner)
- Summer Research College

Invited Talks
- “Nuclear Weapons and the War in Ukraine” at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (January 2023)
- “Atomic Arguments and Counter-Arguments: How Exposure to Conflicting Information Influences Public Support for the Use of Nuclear Weapons” for Columbia University IR Seminar (April 2023)
- “Nuclear Nonproliferation Challenges in the 21st Century” for Peking University (May 2023)
- Keynote Speech for the Nuclear Nonproliferation Education and Research Center (NEREC) Conference (August 2023)
- American Political Science Association (August 2023)
  - Chair of Division 19 25.23 Nuclear Diplomacy
  - Speaker of Division 19 41.18 The Fragile Balance of Terror
- Moderator for Nuclear Ethics for this Moment hosted by the Carnegie Council (August 2023)
- “Atomic Arguments and Counter-Arguments: How Exposure to Conflicting Information Influences Public Support for the Use of Nuclear Weapons” at the Army War College (September 2023)
- “The Rules of War in the Israel/Hamas Conflict” at Stanford Law School with Allen Weiner (November 2023)

**Policy Engagement**

- Advising as expert board member for Ploughshares Fund grantmaking
- Advising as member of NASEM Risk Analysis committee
- Policy advising to Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
- National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, Member of Committee on Risk Analysis for Nuclear War and Nuclear Terrorism, 2021-2023.
- “The Future of Deterrence and Counterproliferation in the Middle East” workshop organized by Scott Sagan and Ori Rabinowitz at Stanford University (June 2023)
- Interviewed for article “Oppenheimer and the pursuit of nuclear disarmament” by Melissa de Witte in Stanford News (July 2023)
- Participant of Hiroshima Roundtable (August 2023)
- American Academy Council and Induction Ceremony (September 2023)
- “Ethics, Law, and Nuclear Deterrence” workshop organized by Scott Sagan and Janina Dill as a part of the Stanford-Oxford workshop series (September 2023)
- Participant of “Bridging the Valley: Technology, Politics, and Governance” workshop at Stanford University (October 2023)

**JOSHUA SALOMON**

**Academic Publications**

Courses Taught

- Course: Analysis of Costs, Risks and Benefits of Health Care
- Guest lecture: Population health measurement. In: Health Policy Graduate Student Tutorial
- Short Course: Napkin Math: Developing Model Intuition in the Digital Age, Society for Medical Decision Making (Virtual)
- Short Course: Napkin Math: Developing Model Intuition in the Digital Age, Society for Medical Decision Making (Annual Meeting)

Invited Talks

- Revisiting estimates of acute hepatitis incidence. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
- County-level estimates of sexually experienced high-school-aged adolescents by age and sex. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Policy Engagement

- Panelist, Stanford workshop on biosecurity for Congressional staffers
- Awarded contract from Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists to undertake modeling to inform state and local health policies on COVID-19
- Member of World Health Organization Reference Group on Health Statistics
- Member of National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Board on Population Health and Public Health Practice
- Board on Population Health Liaison, National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Committee on Unequal Treatment Revisited: The Current State of Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care
- Member of Global Burden of Disease Scientific Council
- Member of Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS Reference Group on Estimates, Modelling and Projections

GI-WOOK SHIN

Academic Publications


Courses Taught

- SOC 111/211: State and Society in Korea
- SOC 309: Nations and Nationalism

Invited Talks (Selected)

- 2023 Speaker at the 2nd Annual Geopolitics of Technology in East Asia, Stanford University (November, 2023)
• Speaker, “South Korea and the United States: Partnering to Address New Challenges,” The Rand Corporation (October 2023)
• Speaker, “Reflecting on COI's 10 Years: North Korean Human Rights and Pathways to Progress,” ROK Foreign Ministry, Seoul Korea (September 2023)
• Speaker, “The Adventure of Democracy,” Seoul Press Club, Seoul Korea (June 2023)
• Guest Lecturer, a series of lecture on “Talent Giants in the Asia Pacific,” National Taiwan University (May-June, 2023)
• Speaker, “From M.A.S.H. to BTS: The Evolution of U.S.-ROK Relations Beyond a Security Alliance,” Idaho Asia Institute at the University of Idaho and the Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in Seattle (April 2023)
• Guest Lecturer, “From Anti-Japan to Anti-China: What South Koreans’ Changing Views Mean for the U.S.-ROK Alliance and Regional Relations,” 48th Annual Freeman Lecture, College of East Asian Studies at Wesleyan University (April 2023)

Policy Engagement
• Tom Lantos Commission on Human Rights in the US Congress (Oct 2022)
• ROK Unification Ministry (Dec. 2022)
• ROK National Assembly (July 2023)
• ROK Foreign Ministry (September 2023)

KATHRYN STONER

Academic/ Publications:
• "Why Putin Let Prigozhin Go," The Atlantic, June 25, 2023
• "A Better Armed Ukraine is the Best Path to Peace," Boston Review, Boston Review, April 25, 200
• Putin's Russia Navigates Middle East Conflicts and War in Ukraine, Good Authority, November 6, 2023

Courses Taught:
• PS 114D/IR 114D/INTLPOL 230/PS314D, Autumn 2023, Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law
• REES 231B/INTLPOL231B/POLISCI 213C/IR131-01, winter 2023, Understanding Russia: Its Power and Purpose in a New Global Order

Invited Talks:
• University of Michigan, January 25, 2023, Center for Russian and East European Studies, Weiser Center, "Making Autocracy Worse: The End of the Myth of Authoritarian Competence in Putin's Russia,"
• Tulane University, March 21, 2023, "Making Autocracy Worse: The End of the Myth of Authoritarian Competence in Putin's Russia,"
• Liebert Distinguished Speaker, Florida Gulf Coast University, "Making Autocracy Worse: The End of the Myth of Authoritarian Competence in Putin's Russia," AND "Russia's Global Reach: Truth and Consequences," March 24, 2023
• Mark Zacher Distinguished Speaker, University of British Columbia, Canada, "Russia's War on Ukraine: What Everyone Should Know and Why You Should Still Care," April 5, 2023.
• Koc University, Istanbul, Turkey, "Russia, Ukraine and the Consequences of Autocratic Foreign Policies," May 1, 2023.

Policy Engagement:
• Heinrich Boll Stiftung, "German and American Policies Toward Ukraine: Where Do We Stand and Do We Have a Common Strategy?" February 7, 2023 (Berlin)
• (Confidential Topic) United States Department of Energy, March 2, 2023, Washington, DC
• Russia and European Experts on Russia Convening on Ukraine, Brookings and US Department of State, Washington, DC, May 5, 2023
• British Ambassador to the United States, May 4, Washington, DC, Ambassador's Residence.

KIYOTERU TSUTSUI

Academic Publications
• “Geo-political Rivalry and Anti-Immigrant Sentiment: A conjoint experiment in 22 countries.” (with Andreas Wimmer, Bart Bonikowski, Charles Crabtree, Matt Golder, and Zheng Fu) American Political Science Review. R&R.

Courses Taught
• SOC311: Comparative Workshop (Winter 2023, Spring 2023, and Fall 2023)
• INTLPOL282, SOC115/215, HUMRTS122: Global Human Rights and Local Practices (Spring 2023)
• HUMRTS199: Capstone Project (Spring 2023)
• SOC391: Graduate Directed Research (Summer 2023)

Invited Talks
• “Introducing the Stanford Japan Barometer.” University of Tokyo, February 15, 2023.
• “Diversity and Inclusion at Universities in the U.S.” Tokyo Tech Open Innovation Center, Tokyo Institute of Technology. October 4, 2023.
• “Social Transformations in Japan: Why is Japan so Slow to Change?” University of Zurich. November 30-December 1, 2023.

Policy Engagement

• “Developed Nations Have to Focus on Rebuilding Democracy.” Asahi Shinbun. April 5, 2023.
• “Another World: Silicon Valley.” *TV Asahi*. June 28, 2023
• “Koyusho: Faster than Before.” *Nikkei Shinbun*. October 27, 2023

**Briefing**
- Former Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga, January 16, 2023
- Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Seiji Kihara, January 16, 2023
- Yoshimasa Hayashi, Minister of Foreign Affairs, January 16, 2023
- Takeo Akiba, National Security Advisor, January 17, 2023
- Keiichi Ichikawa, Director General for Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA, January 17, 2023
- Rui Matsukawa, LDP Senator, January 13, 2023
- Karen Makishima, LDP Congresswoman, January 16, 2023
- Akihisa Shiozaki, LDP Congressman, January 17, 2023
- Yu Arai, Constitutional Democratic Party Congressman, December 15, 2022
- Yoshiaki Ishii at METI. January, 2023
- Sayaka Tomihara at METI, November 2023
- Arai, Fujii, and Hasunuma at METI, November 2023
- Nori Shikata, Cabinet Chief Public Relations Secretary, November 2023
- Governor Yuzaki of Hiroshima, July 21, 2023

**ANDREW WALDER**

**Academic Publications**

**Courses Taught**
- STRAMGT 579: Political Economy of China
- SOC 175/Global 194, Understanding China’s Rise
- SOC 368/POLSCI 448, Workshop: China Social Science
- SOC 170/270, Classics of Modern Social Theory
- EASTASN 300, Graduate Directed Readings

**Invited Talks**

JEREMY WEINSTEIN

Academic Publications
• Crime, Insecurity, and Policing in the Global South (with G. Blair and F. Christia). Accepted for publication. Cambridge University Press.

Courses Taught
• Ethics, Policy, and Technological Change
• Policy Change Studio
• Solving Social Problems with Data

Invited Talks
• Social Science Research Council
• Oxford
• Yale
• Vanderbilt
• (among others)

Policy Engagement
• Faculty Director, Stanford Impact Labs
• Member, Advisory Committee of Voluntary Foreign Assistance (ACVFA) – USAID oversight board
• Board of Directors, Global Innovation Fund

AMY ZEGART

Academic Publications

Book Chapters
• “Intelligence Transformation for the Technology Age,” in The Future of Intelligence: A Forum on the US Intelligence Community in Honor of Robert Jervis, ed Diane Labrosse and Richard Immerman, H-Diplo, September 2023

**Essays, Op-Eds, Reports**

• “Everything About the Ukraine Leak Is Incredibly Weird,” The Atlantic, April 2023
• “Israel’s Intelligence Disaster: How the Security Establishment Could Have Underestimated the Hamas Threat,” Foreign Affairs, October 2023

**Courses Taught**

• PoliSci 115: Spies, Lies, and Algorithms: The History and Future of American Intelligence (Spring 2023)
  o Spring 2023 course targeted at undergraduate freshmen and sophomores that surveys key issues in the development of the U.S. Intelligence Community since WWII

**Invited Talks**

• Defense Intelligence Agency MasterMind, January 2023
• NatSec Tech Podcast, Special Competitive Studies Project, January 2023
• Freedom Pact Podcast, January 2023
• Foreign Affairs Podcast, February 2023
• Janes Podcast, February 2023
• NYU Colloquium on Law and Security, February 2023
• Hoover Institution International Seminar, June 2023
• Israeli Forum for Intelligence Studies, November 2023

**Policy Engagement**

• Senior Advisor, Special Competitive Studies Project
• Council on Foreign Relations Board of Directors
• Co-Host, Washington, D.C. – Silicon Valley Tech Track II Conference (with Mike Brown and Raj Shah), November 2023
• Co-Chair, Stanford Emerging Tech Review (with Condoleezza Rice, John Taylor, and Jennifer Widom), published November 2023

**Expert Witness Testimony**

• “Full Committee Open Panel on Intelligence Community and Intelligence Committee Reform in the 118th Congress with Think Tank Leaders,” House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI), February 2023

**Interviews**
• “Does the Pentagon Share Too Many Secrets or Too Few?” Tobin Harshaw, *Bloomberg Opinion*, April 2023
• *Intersect: The Stanford Journal of Science, Technology, and Society*, by Morgan Cortina, August 2023
• “The Case for a Corporate Foreign Policy”, Steve Shapiro, *Gartner Business Quarterly*, October 2023
• “Amy Zegart: Integrating AI in the Realm of National Security,” *Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence*, November 2023

**Briefings**
• Department of Defense (DoD) Chief Information Officers, January 2023
• Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Senior Leaders, January 2023
• US Cyber Command Senior Leaders, January 2023
• Director of National Intelligence (DNI), January 2023
• House Select Committee on the Chinese Communist Party (HSCCP), April 2023
• National Intelligence Council, April 2023
• DoD Chief Digital and AI Office, September 2023
• Danish Defense Intelligence Service, September 2023
• US Secretary of Energy, October 2023

**XUEGUANG ZHOU**
(on leave Fall, 2023-24)

**Academic Publications**
• Angela Lu and Xueguang Zhou. “Sponsorship as a Double-Edged Sword: Political Contingency and Mobility Dynamics in the Chinese Bureaucracy.” *Social Science Research* https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ssresearch.2023.102847.

**Courses Taught**
• SOC160/260 Formal Organizations (BOSP)
• SOC126/226 Introduction to Social Network
• SOC370 Workshop on Economic and Organizational Sociology

**Invited Talks**